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GROUT CLEAN
GC-816

GROUT CLEANER
FOR THE GROUT RENEW SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION:
The GROUT RENEW SYSTEM is the latest advance in Grout cleaning and restoration technology.
GROUT CLEAN, when used in conjunction with SURTEC's TILE & GROUT RENEW cleaning
granules will quickly and efficiently restore your grout to like new condition. Because of this new
technology, you can avoid costly hand grinding to clean grout or the even more labor intensive task
of removal and replacement of the grout.
DIRECTIONS:
Dilute with 2 parts of HOT water for cleaning of most floors. Dilute with 1 part of HOT water for heavy
build-up. Apply a liberal amount of cleaning solution to a 10' x 10' section of the floor. Broadcast TILE
& GROUT RENEW cleaning granules over the cleaning solution. Machine scrub the floor using a
single disk floor machine equipped with a Nylo Grit brush. Ensure that you scrub in all direction. A
swivel head scrub pad on a mop handle may be required to reach behind toilets and into hard to reach
areas.
Squeegee the dirty solution to the next area and add more cleaning solution and granules and repeat
the process until the entire floor is cleaned. Vacuum up the solution residue, rinse the floor and
vacuum again.
The floor is now ready for the next step in the GROUT RENEW SYSTEM, application of SURTEC
SUPER ETCH. Please refer to the instructions found on that product for proper use.
Because of the strength of GROUT CLEAN, be sure to protect walls, coving, doors, contiguous
carpeting, etc. from splashing of the cleaning solutions.
SPECIFICATIONS:
COLOR: ....................................................
ODOR: ......................................................
pH: .............................................................
..................................................................
HMIS RATING ............................................
FLASH POINT: ..........................................
DILUTION USE RANGE: ...........................
DETERGENT TYPE: .................................
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: ................................
DENSITY: ..................................................
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: ...........................
SHELF LIFE: .............................................
FREEZE/THAW STABILITY: .....................
PACKAGE SIZES: .....................................

Clear
Citrus
14.0 (concentrate)
12.8 + 0.2 (1:20 dilution)
Health = 2 Flammability = 1 Physical Hazard = 0
Greater than 200° F. (C.O.C. Method)
1:6 to 1:30
Nonionic
1.0
8.34 pounds per gallon
100% (hard, soft and/or deionized water)
Minimum 1 year from date of sale
Minimum 3 cycles (A.S.T.M. Test D-3209-82)
4 x 1 gallon jugs
5 gallon Twin Pack (2 x 2.5 gal. bottles/box)
55 gallon drums
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SURTEC warrants this product to be of consistent quality. SURTEC’S warranty is limited to the replacement of product proven defective. The user assumes all other risks and
liabilities resulting from the use of this product. If you have any questions, please call SURTEC at (209) 820-3700.

